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In today’s intricate healthcare ecosystem, referrals play a pivotal role 

in maintaining uninterrupted patient care. Unfortunately, too often 

patients fail to follow up on recommended treatment, appointments 

are missed, providers lack resources to drive the process forward, and 

revenue loss leads to fewer opportunities for expanding patient care.

Verisma referral management workflows offer a new approach for providers seeking to enhance patient 

experience, improve staff efficiency, and safeguard revenue. 

Standardized, well-documented procedures managed by Verisma, a trusted partner in HIM solutions, 

eliminate providers’ administrative burden while ensuring the highest standards in data security and 

patient protection. 

PROTECT PATIENT
CONTINUITY

OF CARE

VERISMA’S COMPREHENSIVE INCOMING AND 

OUTGOING REFERRAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

INCLUDE:

Insurance Eligibility Verification: Eliminate insurance-related 

administrative burden. Verisma handles the intricate process of 

insurance eligibility verification, ensuring patients have coverage.

Authorization Acquisition: Verisma expertly navigates the 

authorization process to secure necessary approvals so providers 

can focus on what matters most – delivering the best patient care.

Specialty Network Management: (outgoing referrals only) Verisma assists in maintaining providers’ 

specialty network, ensuring patients are referred to specialists that are in-network, geographically 

convenient, and available within a reasonable timeframe for patients.

Scheduling Appointments: Simplify the process for both staff and patients. Verisma schedules 

appointments following our clients’ standards and preferences, guaranteeing patients receive timely and 

attentive care.

33%

of patients do not

follow up on specialist

referrals1

1Source: 3 Important statistics about 
provider referrals (beckerspayer.com)
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Learn more at verisma.com/demo 
Verisma® offers deep-rooted expertise, personalized support, and superior technology that simplify health

information management, release of information, and compliance complexities.
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VERISMA OUTGOING REFERRAL PROCESS

Verisma receives a 
referral or order from 
the provider, identifies 
the payor type, and 
determines where to 
send the patient.

1 Verisma pulls all 
necessary information 
from the chart, obtains 
authorization, and 
sends the referral to 
the specialist.

2 Verisma notifies the 
patient of the referral 
and assists with 
scheduling the 
appointment.

3

Verisma periodically 
checks for updates 
regarding the 
appointment date.

4 After the appointment, 
Verisma obtains the 
referral results and 
routes them to the 
provider to be 
reviewed.

5

Retrieval of Outstanding Consults: Verisma diligently tracks outstanding consults, eliminating gaps in 

patient care and leaving no referral forgotten.

Management of Outgoing Results: Verisma oversees the transmission of all results for incoming referrals, 

directing them to the referring provider.

Reporting: Verisma leverages our partners’ electronic medical records to streamline HRSA reporting, 

eliminating the need to gather data from multiple sources (such as retrieval of outstanding consults).


